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QUASIDIAGONALITY OF DIRECT SUMS OF WEIGHTED SHIFTS

SIVARAM K. NARAYAN

Abstract. Let %? be a separable Hubert space. A bounded linear operator A

defined on %? is said to be quasidiagonal if there exists a sequence {Pn} of

projections of finite rank such that Pn —> / strongly and \\AP„ - P„A\\ —> 0 as

n —► oo .

We give a necessary and sufficient condition for a finite direct sum of weighted

shifts to be quasidiagonal. The condition is stated using a marked graph (a graph

with a (0), (+) or (-) attached to its vertices) that can be associated with

the direct sum.

Introduction

In 1973, R. A. Smucker gave a characterization of quasidiagonality for

weighted shifts in terms of their weight sequences [16, 17]. Smucker also showed

that quasidiagonality is not invariant under similarity transformations.

There are many examples of operators A and B, neither of which is quasidi-

agonal, such that their direct sum A © B is quasidiagonal. One such example

is the direct sum of the unilateral shift and its adjoint. In the main theorem

we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a finite direct sum of weighted

shifts to be quasidiagonal.

§1 contains some known results about quasidiagonality and Smucker's the-

orem. The statement of the main theorem is given in §2. In §3 we state and

prove some results about certain "marked graphs". These results are then used

to prove the sufficiency of our condition in §4. In §5 the necessity of our con-

dition is proved.

1. Preliminaries

Throughout %? will denote a separable Hubert space. The collection of

bounded linear operators on %? will be denoted by ^(S^f). The term 'pro-

jection' will mean an orthogonal projection on %?. A direct sum of operators

A and B in ¿¡§(%f) will be denoted by A © B. For other terminology and

standard results in operator theory we refer to [7, 11].
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1.1. Quasidiagonal operators. In 1970, P. R. Halmos defined and studied qua-

sidiagonal operators. The following definition was given in [10].

Definition. An operator A in ¿^(fl?) is said to be quasidiagonal if there exists

a sequence {Pn}f of projections of finite rank such that P„ —> I strongly and

\\AP„ - P„A\\ -> 0 as « -» oo .

Other equivalent definitions for quasidiagonality were given by Halmos in

[10] (see also [12]).
The collection of quasidiagonal operators on %? will be denoted by (QD).

The following results can be found in [1, 9, 10, 13, 14 and 16]. These results
will be assumed in our work.

1. (QD) is invariant under unitary equivalence.

2. (QD) is invariant under compact perturbations.

3. (QD) is closed under countable direct sums.

4. If A is in (QD) then every operator in C*(A), the C*-algebra gener-

ated by ^4 , is in (QD).
5. If 0©^ is in (QD) then A is in (QD).
6. If A is in (QD) and is semi-Fredholm then the index of A is zero.

1.2. Weighted shifts and Smucker's theorem.

Definition. Let %? = l2(Z) and {<?7};ez be the standard orthonormal basis. If

{vjj}jez is a bounded sequence of numbers then a weighted bilateral shift S is

denned by the relation
Sej = Wjej+X

for each j in Z.
If Wj = 0 for all j < 0 then S is written as 0 © S' where S' is said to be

a weighted unilateral shift.

If Wj = 1 for all j in Z then the (unweighted) bilateral shift is denoted by
IV. If Wj = 0 for j < 0 and wj = 1 for j > 0 then the shift is 0 © U where

U is the (unweighted) unilateral shift.

Because 5" is unitarily equivalent to the weighted shift with weight sequence

{\wj\}jez and quasidiagonality is preserved under unitary equivalence we will

assume that S has weight sequence {Wj}jez with Wj > 0.

Due to their simple structure weighted shifts have been studied extensively.

The shifts are often used to provide examples and counterexamples (see [11 and

15]).
We give below Smucker's theorem.

Definition. A sequence {iü,};ez of numbers is said to be block balanced if for

each positive number e and for each positive integer « there exist integers p

and q with p + n < 0 < q and such that \wp+k - w9+k\ < e for each k with

0<k <n.

Theorem [16, 17]. A weighted bilateral shift is quasidiagonal if and only if the
weight sequence either has zero as a limit point in both directions or is block

balanced.

2. Statement of the Main Theorem

Assume that TX,T2, ... ,Tk are weighted bilateral shifts defined on %? =
l2(Z). Let {ej}j€z be the standard orthonormal basis for %? and define J*+ =
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span{ej\j > 0} and ¿%L = svan{ej\j < 0}. For each weighted bilateral shift F,

(I < i <k) define Tf to be equal to F, except that Tfe-x = 0. Clearly Tf is
obtained by a compact perturbation of F,. Then, define the positive end T¡+

of T¡ to be Tf\jxr+, the restriction of Tf to %?+ , and the negative end T¡- of

T¡ to be Tf\*_ , the restriction of Tf to XL .

Let F denote the direct sum F- © F2 © • • • © F¿ . We note that the_direct

sum of the 2k ends of F-, T2, ... , Tk is a compact perturbation of F and
will be denoted by F. The necessary and sufficient condition for F to be

quasidiagonal is given in the theorem via a marked graph G associated with

T.

Definition. Suppose {wf} and {wf} are the weight sequences for two distinct

ends Ta and Tb of T. These two ends of F are said to be block balanced if

for every positive integer « there exist integers r and 5 such that

It is permissible to assume that r, s —> ±oo, according as the end is positive

or negative, as « —> oo.

Definition. A graph G is associated with F as follows: The vertex set of G

consists of the 2k ends of F and an edge is drawn between two vertices if and

only if the corresponding ends of F are block balanced.

Definition. The graph G associated with F has a (0), (+), or (-) attached

to each of its vertices as follows: A (0) is attached to a vertex if the weight

sequence of the corresponding end has zero as a cluster point. Otherwise, a (+)

or (-) is attached according as the end is positive or negative respectively. The

graph G is now called a marked graph.

Main Theorem. A finite direct sum T of weighted bilateral shifts is quasidiagonal

if and only if every component of the marked graph G associated with T has
either

(i) an equal number of (+) and (-) vertices,
or

(ii) a (0) vertex.

Remark. L. G. Brown has shown in [5] the existence of a nonquasidiagonal

operator A such that A © A is quasidiagonal. It is a consequence of our

theorem that such an A cannot be a finite direct sum of weighted shifts.

3. Some results about marked graphs

The first section contains some definitions and terminology in graph theory.

In §3.2 we define a marked graph and prove some lemmas and a theorem. This

second section will provide a proper context for the sufficiency proof of the

main theorem in §4.

3.1. Graph theoretic preliminaries. A graph G is an ordered pair of disjoint

sets (V, E) such that F is a subset of the set of unordered pairs of elements

of V. The set V = V(G) is called the vertex set of G and its elements are

called the vertices of G. The set E = E(G) is called the edge set of G and
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its elements are called the edges of G. The vertex set is always assumed to be

nonempty but the edge set may be empty. If both the vertex set and the edge

set are finite then the graph is said to be a finite graph.

An edge e which is an unordered pair of vertices x and y is written as

e — xy = yx and e is said to join x and y. The vertices x and y joined

by e are called the end vertices of e and x and y are also said to be incident

with e.
A subgraph of G is a graph H such that V(H) ç V(G), E(H) ç E(G). A

spanning subgraph of G is a subgraph H of G such that V(H) = V(G).

A walk W = xoexxxe2x2 ■ ■ ■ x^-^^xn is an alternating sequence of vertices

and edges, where e¡ = x¡-Xx¡, 1 < i < N. The vertices xo and xn are the

origin and terminus of W and Xx,x2, ... , x#_1 are the internal vertices of

W. The number A, is said to be the length of W .
A path is a walk with distinct vertices. A graph is connected if for every pair

{x, y} of distinct vertices there is a path from x to y . A maximal connected

subgraph is called a component of the graph.

If a walk W = xoexxxe2x2 ■ --xn-^nXn is such that A > 3 , xo = xn and

the vertices x,, 0 < /' < A, are distinct from each other and xn then W is

said to be a cycle. A graph without any cycles is a forest; a connected graph

without any cycles is a tree. A spanning tree of a graph is a spanning subgraph

that is a tree.
The following results are assumed in the next section. For details, see [4].

A. Every vertex of a graph belongs to a unique component.

B. In a tree any two vertices are joined by a unique path.

C. Every connected graph contains a spanning tree.

3.2. Marked graphs.

Definition. Let G be a graph. If to each vertex in G one of (0), (+) or (-)

is attached then G is said to be a marked graph.

Remark. For our applications we described in §2 how to associate a graph to a

finite direct sum of weighted bilateral shifts and how to attach (0), (+) or (-)

to the vertices of the graph. The above definition of a marked graph is more

general than the one introduced by Lowell W. Beineke and Frank Harary in [2

and 3], as well as the one we have given in §2.

In this section we show that if a component C of a marked graph G has

(a) an equal number of (+) and (-) vertices or (b) at least one (0) vertex,

then there exists an admissible sequence of edges (defined later) in C such that

every vertex of C except possibly one of the (0) vertices occurs an odd number

of times as an end vertex of edges in the sequence.

Lemma 3.2.1. Let G be a marked graph and K a spanning tree of a component

C of G. If C has the same number of (+) and (-) vertices, say I, and no (0)

vertex, then there exists a sequence {Px, P2, ... , P¡} of paths in K satisfying
the following:

(a) the origin and terminus of each path have opposite signs and neither of

them is present in any of the previous paths in the sequence, and

(b) every internal vertex of each path belongs to at least one of the previous

paths in the sequence.
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Proof. Suppose 1=1. Because K is connected there exists an edge joining a

(+) vertex to a (-) vertex. This edge is defined to be the path P» .

Suppose / > 1. Assume that for some r such that 1 < r < I the paths

Px, P2,... , Pr have been constructed satisfying the two conditions stated in

the lemma. Because r < I there is a (+) vertex and a (-) vertex in K, not

present in any of the paths Px, P2, ... , Pr. Let Q be the unique path in K

connecting these two vertices. Suppose f¿? is the set of lengths of the paths

contained in Q whose origin and terminus are of opposite signs and are not in

Px, P2,... , Pr. This set is nonempty because Q is such a path. Let 5 be the

minimum of the set J¿? . There exists a path Q* of length s such that its origin

and terminus are of opposite signs and are not present in Px, P2, ... , Pr. Every

internal vertex, if any, of Q* must be in one of Px, P2, ... , Pr. If not, it will

contradict the fact that 5 is the minimum of the set 3? . Now, Q* is defined to

be the path Pr+X . The paths Px, P2, ... , P¡, thus, are defined recursively.   D

Lemma 3.2.2. Let G be a marked graph and K a spanning tree of a compo-

nent C of G. If C has exactly one (0) vertex then there exists a sequence

{Px, P2, ... , Pi} of paths in K satisfying the following:

(a) each path has its origin at the (0) vertex; the terminus of each path is

a (+) vertex or a (-) vertex that is not present in any of the previous

paths in the sequence, and

(b) every internal vertex of each path belongs to at least one of the previous

paths in the sequence.

Proof. In the first stage of the construction of the sequence of paths the r edges

incident with the (0) vertex are defined as the first r paths Px, P2,... , Pr.

Suppose that the paths P», P2, ... , Ps for some s > r have been constructed

in the first j stages, such that each path satisfies the two conditions stated in the

lemma. In the (;'+ l)th stage the terminal vertices of the paths constructed in the

jth stage are examined. Suppose that the terminal vertex of a path Pk is joined

by an edge e to a vertex not belonging to any of the paths Px, P2, ... , Ps.

Now, this edge e is joined to Pk to give a path in the (j + l)th stage. The
paths in the (j + l)th stage are thus defined. Because K is a finite tree the

construction stops in a finite number of stages. Note that the number of paths

/ is the number of edges in the spanning tree K.   D

Definition. An ordered sequence of edges in a marked graph is said to be ad-

missible if every edge e in the sequence satisfies one of the following:

(i) e is incident with a (0) vertex,

(ii) the end vertices of e are of opposite signs and both have occurred as end

vertices of edges prior to e in the sequence of edges an even number of times

or both an odd number of times,

(iii) the end vertices of e are of the same sign and one has occurred as end

vertex of edges prior to e in the sequence of edges an even number of times

and the other an odd number of times.

Remark. In the next two lemmas we show how to augment a given admissible

sequence of edges.

Lemma 3.2.3. Let G be a marked graph and K a spanning tree of a component

C of G. Let an admissible sequence of edges {ex, e2, ... , er} in C be given.
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Let P be a path in K having only (+) and (-) vertices and that (I) its initial

and terminal vertices are of opposite signs and have occurred an even number of

times as end vertices of edges in the given sequence of edges and (2) its internal

vertices have occurred an odd number of times as end vertices of edges in the

given sequence of edges. Then, the edges of P can be ordered so that the result

of augmenting the given sequence by them still gives an admissible sequence of

edges.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of F, denoted by L(P).

Suppose L(P) = 1, then from the hypothesis P is an edge joining a (+)

vertex to a (-) vertex and both vertices have occurred an even number of

times as end vertices of edges in the given sequence of edges. Therefore F can

be labelled er+x.
Suppose the conclusion of the lemma is true when L(P) < A. For a path F

with L(P) = A + 1 there are three cases to be considered.

Case 1. The initial (+) vertex, denoted by m , is joined to an internal (+)

vertex, denoted by m!. By the hypothesis of the lemma m has occurred as

an end vertex of edges in {ex, e2, ... , er} an even number of times and m'

an odd number of times. Hence the edge mm' can be labelled er+x . Now,

the path P', contained in P, from m! to the terminal vertex of F satisfies

the hypothesis of this lemma because m! has now occurred as an end vertex of

edges in the sequence {<?•, e2, ... , er, er+x} an even number of times. Using

the induction hypothesis on P' the construction can be completed.

Case 2. If in F, the initial (-) vertex is joined to an internal (-) vertex,

then the construction proceeds similarly to Case 1.

Case 3. If in P, the initial (+) vertex is joined to an internal (-) vertex

and the terminal (-) vertex is joined to an internal (+) vertex then there is an

edge joining an internal (-) vertex, denoted by «', to an internal (+) vertex,

denoted by m'. By the hypothesis of the lemma both m' and n' have occurred
as end vertices of edges in {ex, e2, ... , er} an odd number of times. Therefore,

the edge n'm! can be labelled t?r+i .
Now, define two disjoint paths P' and P" contained in F, where P' is the

path from the initial (+) vertex of P to the (-) vertex «' and P" is the

path from the (+) vertex m' to the terminal (-) vertex of F. Because n'

and m' have now occurred as end vertices of edges in the sequence of edges

{ex, e2, ... , er, er+x} an even number of times both P' and P" satisfy the

hypothesis of this lemma. Since both P' and P" have lengths less than or

equal to A, the construction can be completed by the induction hypothesis.

This concludes the proof of the lemma.   D

Lemma 3.2.4. Let G be a marked graph and K a spanning tree of a component

C of G having exactly one (0) vertex. Let an admissible sequence of edges

{ex, e2, ... , er} in C be given. If P is a path in K such that (1) íes origin is

the (0) vertex and its terminus is a (+) or (-) vertex that has occurred an even

number of times in the given sequence of edges and (2) its internal vertices are (+)

or (-) vertices that have occurred an odd number of times in the given sequence

of edges, then the edges of P can be ordered so that the result of augmenting the

given sequence by them still gives an admissible sequence of edges.

Proof. The conclusion of the lemma is shown below for the six possible cases

of P.
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Case 1. Suppose the (0) vertex is joined to a (+) vertex, denoted by m, and

the terminal vertex is a (-) vertex. The edge incident with (0) vertex and

m can be labelled er+x. Now, let P' be the path contained in P from m

to the terminal vertex of F. Because m has now occurred even number of

times in the sequence {ex, e2, ... , er, er+x} , Lemma 3.2.3 applies to P'. This

completes the construction.

Case 2. Suppose the (0) vertexisjoinedtoa (-) vertex and the terminal vertex

of F is a (+) vertex. This case is similar to Case 1.

Case 3. Suppose the (0) vertex is joined to a (+) vertex and all the internal

vertices and the terminus are (+) vertices. Then the terminal (+) vertex has

occurred an even number of times and the internal (+) vertex adjacent to the

terminus has occurred an odd number of times. So this edge can be labelled

er+x. The edges of P can now be added to the admissible sequence in the
reverse order.

Case 4. The case where all the vertices of F, other than the (0) vertex, are

(-) vertices is similar to Case 3.

Case 5. Suppose the (0) vertex is joined to an internal (+) vertex, denoted by

m', the terminal vertex is also a (+) vertex, denoted by m , and that there are

some internal (-) vertices, unlike Case 3. Then, there is an internal (+) vertex,

denoted by m" , and an internal (-) vertex, denoted by « , both incident on

an edge and such that all the vertices between m' and m" are (+) vertices.

By the hypothesis of the lemma both m" and « have occurred an odd number

of times and therefore the edge m"n can be labelled er+x. Now, both m"

and « have occurred an even number of times in {ex,e2, ... ,er, er+x}. If

two disjoint paths P' and P" contained in F are considered, where P' is the

path from the (0) vertex to m" and P" is the path from « to m then P'

satisfies the conditions of Case 3 of this lemma and P" satisfies the hypothesis

of Lemma 3.2.3. This completes the construction in Case 5.

Case 6. If in P the (0) vertex is joined to an internal (-) vertex, if the

terminal vertex is also a (-) vertex and if there are some internal (+) vertices,

the construction proceeds as in Case 5.

This completes the proof of the lemma.   D

Theorem 3.2.1. let G be a marked graph and C a component of G. Suppose

C has either (a) an equal number of (+) and (-) vertices or (b) at least one (0)

vertex, then there exists an admissible sequence of edges such that each vertex

except possibly a pre-assigned (0) vertex occurs an odd number of times as an
end vertex of edges in the sequence.

Proof. If C has an equal number of (+) and (-) vertices and no (0) vertex

then the conclusion follows from Lemmas 3.2.1 and 3.2.3.

Suppose C has more than one (0) vertex. Then assign a (+) to all the

(0) vertices except one. Then using Lemmas 3.2.2 and 3.2.4 there is an ad-

missible sequence of edges. After changing back from (+) to (0) it is clear
that the sequence of edges is still admissible. This concludes the proof of the

theorem.   D
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4. Proof of the sufficiency

Given a component C of the marked graph G associated with F satisfying

one of the two conditions of the main theorem we describe a procedure to

construct a projection Pn(C) of finite rank associated with C for each given

positive integer «. If Tc denotes the direct sum of the ends corresponding

to the vertices in C it will be shown that lim,,^00 ||P„(C)FC - TcPn(C)\\ = 0.

Moreover, if %c denotes the direct sum of the spaces on which the ends of

C are defined then we show that P„(C) converges to the identity on %?c ■

Therefore we conclude that Tc is in (QD). Now, it follows that F is in (QD)

because F is the finite direct sum of Tc as C varies over the components of

G.

4.1. Basic assumptions. If the component C of the marked graph G is not

a tree we replace C by one of its spanning trees. This leads to no loss of

generality in our theorem.

If more than one (0) vertex is present in C, then assign a (+) to all the (0)

vertices except one. Again this leads to no loss of generality.

The weight sequence corresponding to the (0) vertex has a subsequence with

limit zero. By changing these weights to zero we obtain a compact perturbation

of Tc . We again denote it by Tc . The distance between two successive zeros

on this end is assumed to approach infinity.

From Theorem 3.2.1 there is an admissible sequence of edges in C such that

each vertex except possibly the (0) vertex occurs an odd number of times as

an end vertex of edges in the sequence. From the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 we

obtain a sequence of edges in a spanning tree of C. This admissible sequence

of edges will enable us to construct the projection Pn(C).

4.2. Edge operators. In the construction of the projection Pn(C) the 'edge
operators' play a central role. We associate an 'edge operator' to each edge in

the admissible sequence of edges following certain rules to be described later.

We begin with the following definitions.

Definition. An operator A is a [0-1] diagonal on an end Ta if its domain is

the span of {e° ,ef+{, ... , e?+n} and Ae?+p = (\)e%p for 0 < p < «, where

« is a given positive integer and r is an integer.

Definition. An operator D is a [1-0] diagonal on an end Tb if its domain is

the span of {ebs , eb+l, ... , ebs+n} and Deb+p = (^)eb+p for 0 < p < « , where

« is a given positive integer and 5 is an integer.

Definition. Let e be an edge in the marked graph G joining the ends Ta and

F¿. An edge operator E associated with e is given by the 2x2 operator

matrix " A     B~

B*    D
E =

where the entries satisfy the following:

(i) A is a [0-1] diagonal on the end Ta ,

(ii) D is a [1-0] diagonal on the end Tb,
(iii) B = (A - A2)X/2V* where V is the partial isometry from the domain

of A to the domain of D defined by Vef+p = eb+p for 0 < p < « .
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Thus E is defined on the domain of (A © D) contained in %fe , the direct sum

of the spaces corresponding to the ends in e.

Lemma 4.2.1. If E is an edge operator then (a) E* = E and (b) E2 = E.

The proof of this lemma is left as an exercise.

4.3. Construction of the edge operators. We will construct a sequence of edge

operators corresponding to our admissible sequence of edges. Suppose a vertex

is incident on several edges; then for each edge a [0-1] ora [1-0] diagonal will

be constructed on distinct blocks of the end. When constructing the diagonals

on each end the following three rules will be applied.

( 1 ) On the end corresponding to the (0) vertex each diagonal is constructed

between two zero weights.

(2) On a positive end the diagonals are constructed from left to right without

overlaps. They alternate between [1-0] and [0-1] with the first and the last

being a [1-0] diagonal.
(3) On a negative end the diagonals are constructed from right to left without

overlaps. They alternate between [1-0] and [0-1] with the first and the last

being a [0-1] diagonal.
We first explain this construction in the following examples.

Example 1. Let C be given by

W)        it+)        ?(+)
An admissible sequence of edges is {eox, en, <?oi} • A pictorial description of

edge operators on C is given below.

/-"-».
_v¡_

......[0 - 1].......[0- 1].......0(0)    1 (+)...[1-0]...[0-1]...[1-0]..

\v2

2(+).[1-0].

In the picture Vx, V2 and F3 are partial isometries and • denote the zero

weights.

Example 2. If C is given by

TFT  ~^PT  ~^+T  ~4*(+)
An admissible sequence of edges is {e2i, e^, ex2, e2^} . The edge operators are

given below.

,-*-.
_v,_

..[0-l]...[l-0]...[0-l]...2R       3(+)... [1-0]. ..[0-1]. ..[1-0]..

T F3 [V2

.[0-1].l(-) 4(+).[1-0].

The partial isometries in the four edge operators are labelled as Vx, V2, F3

and V4.
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In general, consider the admissible sequence of edges given by Theorem 3.2.1.

Suppose e = ab is an edge in the sequence. If Ta and Tb are the corresponding

block balanced ends of F with weight sequences {w*} and {wb} then for the

given positive integer « there exist integers r and 5 suchthat \w?+p-wb+p\ < ±

for 0 < p < «. We use such positions to construct the edge operator E

associated with e.
There are three cases in the construction of E .

Case 1. If the edge e is incident with the (0) vertex, then the other vertex is a

(+) or a (-). Suppose it is a (+) vertex. Also, suppose that the positive end

has an odd number of diagonals already constructed. Then E has a [0-1]

diagonal on the positive end and a [1-0] diagonal on the end corresponding

to the (0) vertex. If the positive end has an even number of diagonals then

construct E with a [0-1] diagonal on the end corresponding to the (0) vertex

and a [1-0] diagonal on the positive end. When a (-) vertex is incident on

e the construction of E is similar.

Case 2. If the end vertices of e are of opposite signs and both have occurred

an even number of times prior to e in the sequence or both an odd number of

times, then the construction of E is done as follows. If we assume that both

ends have an even number of diagonals on them, then for E, a [0-1] diagonal

is constructed on the negative end and a [1-0] diagonal is constructed on the

positive end. The construction is handled the opposite way if the diagonals are

odd in number.

Case 3. If the end vertices of e are of the same sign and one has occurred an

even number of times prior to e in the sequence and the other an odd number

of times, then there are two possibilities to consider. Suppose both are positive
ends. Then for E, a [0 - 1 ] diagonal is constructed on the end with odd

number of diagonals already constructed and a [1-0] diagonal is constructed

on the end with even number of diagonals. When the ends are both negative

the construction is similar.
To summarize the construction of edge operators we say the following. If

a component C has either an equal number of (+) and (-) vertices or one

(0) vertex then there exists an admissible sequence of edges in C such that

each vertex occurs an odd number of times in the sequence except possibly

the (0) vertex. For each edge in the sequence we construct an edge operator

such that the number of diagonal operators on each end, except possibly the

end corresponding to the (0) vertex, is odd. We call these edge operators the

admissible sequence of edge operators.

4.4. Construction of projections. We define Pn(C) to be the direct sum of the

edge operators in the admissible sequence of edge operators constructed in 4.3

and an operator R defined on the orthogonal complement in Xf of the do-

mains of these edge operators.

R is a diagonal operator with entries 0 and 1 . On the end corresponding

toa (0), (+) or (-) vertex R is 0 between consecutive [1-0] and [0-1]

diagonals and 1 between consecutive [0 - 1 ] and [1-0] diagonals; R is 1 to

the left or right of the first diagonal if the end is a (+) or a (-) and 0 to the
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right or left of the last diagonal. We show these in the following diagrams.

(+) end 1 111 1 • • • 111[1 - 0]000 • • • 00[0 - 1]11 • •• 1[1 - 0]00.
eg

(-)end    .00[0- 1]11      111[1 — 0]0     00[0 — 1 ] 1      111 1
e-i

In addition to the above, on the end corresponding to the (0) vertex define

R as follows: If there are consecutive [0 - 1 ] diagonals, for example, and one

of them is between two successive zero weights at c and d then R is 0 from

(c + 1) to the diagonal and 1 from the diagonal to d. For example,

11-11100[0-1]111 • • • ll[l-0]00-   0[0-l]lll --• 1100--0[0-l]1100.
eo • • • • •

c d

where • are the zero weights of the end; R is similar on the negative end cor-

responding to the (0) vertex. A similar definition is given when the consecutive

diagonals are [1-0].

Lemma 4.4.1.  Pn(C) is a finite rank projection.

Proof. It is clear that Pn(C) has finite rank. From Lemma 4.2.1 every edge

operator is a projection on its domain. From the definition of R the conditions

R* = R and R2 = R follow easily.   D

4.5. Conclusion of the proof.

Lemma 4.5.1. If the choices in the definition of Pn(C) are made appropriately,

then P„(C) —> / strongly on %?c ■

Proof. For a fixed i and a given positive integer « > |/| the first diagonal on

the end can be constructed to the right of <?, if / > 0 and to the left of e¡ if

/ < 0. Therefore Pn(C)e¡ = e¡. This shows that we can achieve Pn(C) —> / on

%c strongly.   G

In the next three lemmas we show that \\Pn(C)Tc - TcPn(C)\\ —> 0.

Lemma 4.5.2. The restriction of Pn(C)Tc - TCP„(C) to the domain of R is
zero.

Proof. From the definition of R when both e¡ and el+■ are eigenvectors of R

corresponding to the eigenvalue 0 or eigenvalue 1 we easily see that RTce¡ -

TcRe¡ = 0. If e¡ is in the space corresponding to the (0) vertex such that

Re¡ = e¡ and Re¡+X — 0 then from the definition of R the weight w¡ is zero.

Therefore RTce¡ - TcRe¡ = 0. To complete the proof we note that when e¡

and ei+x are at the boundaries of R and the diagonals, the eigenvalue of P„(C)

is the same. This shows that P„(C)Tc - TcPn(C) restricted to the domain of

R is zero.   □

Suppose F has a polar decomposition W3>o• then W is the direct sum of

the unweighted bilateral shift W (k times) and 3¡o is the direct sum of k

diagonal operators, each based on the weight sequence of F, for 1 < i < k.

Lemma 4.5.3. // S„ is the restriction of Pn(C)2$o - 30Pn(C) to the domain of

the sequence of edge operators, then \\S„\\ < - .

Proof. Suppose E = [£. ß] is an edge operator. Then the domain of F is a

reducing subspace of Pn(C)2>o-2¡oPn(C). If 2>o is restricted to the domain of
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E, then it is a direct sum of the diagonal operators Da and Db corresponding

to the two ends Ta and Tb . To estimate the norm of Sn let us suppose e¡ is

in the domain of A. Then i = r + p for an integer r and 0 < p < «

this case ADae?+p - DaAear+p = 0. We now compute (B*3¡o - 3¡oB*)e\

0<p < n.

a
r+p

In
for

(B*3¡o - 2oB*)e?+p = V(A - A2)xl2Dae*    - DbV(A - A2)xl2ear.

(!) - (Sp-y
r+p

1/2

Lr+p

r+p <+»)<?:J+prs+p •

Therefore,

\\(B*&o-&0B')e?+p\\<\w?+p ws+p <
1

for 0 < p < « .
Because the images of ef+p for 0 < p < « are orthogonal under A and ß*

we conclude that A3¡o = 2>oA and \\B*3>o-2oP*\\ < j¡ ■ A similar estimate is

obtained when e¡ is in the domain of D. Therefore we see that 11 *S„ J | < j¡.   D

Lemma 4.5.4. If Ln is the restriction of P„(C)W - WPn(C) to the domain of
the sequence of edge operators, then ||L„|| < 2/y/ñ.

Proof. Suppose E = [£, £] is an edge operator.

If e¡ and ei+i are both in the domain of A, then i = r+p for some integer

r and 0 < p < « - 1. From the definition of A we get

-WA)e?+p\\ =

We now compute \\(B*W - WB*)e%p

P+l (S)'r+p+l

l_

n

B*We«    = F(^ - A2)x/2We°    = V(A - A2)x'2ear_
-r+p+l

'-¥)-{*¥

1/2

-s+p+X

P+l 1-/2

-i+p+1

V(P+!)(/!-/>^T)
^s+p+l ■

rB*ef+p WV(A-A2)xl2ear_
r+p

= wv (5)-(5
(5) - (F

VP(n-P)„b

p-y

1/2

1/2

-r+p

cs+p+l

cs+p+l

Therefore

H(fi*ar-arfi*)^+p|
v/(p + l)(«-p- 1)     y/p(n-p)

<
V""
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Because the images of ef+p for 0 < p < « are orthogonal under A and B*

we conclude that \\AW-WA\\ = 1/« and \\B*W-WB*\\ < l/y/ñ. Asimilar
estimate is obtained when both e¡ and e¡+x are in the domain of D. Now for e¡

and e¡+x in the boundaries of R and one of the diagonals A or D it can easily

be seen that Lne¡ = 0. Therefore we see that ||L„|| < 1/« + l/-fñ < 2/-/ñ.   D

When Pn(C)Tc - TcPn(C) is restricted to the domain of the sequence of

edge operators we find that

||F„(C)FC - TcPn(C)\\ < \\W\\ \\Sn\\ + \\Ln\\ \\3o\\.

From the above lemmas we see that ||F„(C)FC - TcPn(C)\\ -► 0 as « -> oc .

Therefore we conclude that {P^C)}™ is a sequence of finite rank projections

that implements the quasidiagonality of Fc . Therefore, if each component of

G satisfies one of the two conditions of the main theorem then F is quasidi-

agonal. This completes the proof of the sufficiency.   D

5. Proof of the necessity

Suppose one of the components in the marked graph G associated with

F fails to satisfy either of the conditions of the theorem. We prove that F

is not quasidiagonal. In fact we show that the C*-algebra generated by F

contains (J ®0) + K where J is a Fredholm operator with nonzero index and

K is compact. Moreover the Fredholm operator J is shown to be of the form

£/©•■•©[/©£/*©■••©£/* where the unilateral shift U and its adjoint U*

occur an unequal number of times.

5.1. Some preliminaries. Let W3o be the polar decomposition of F where W

is the direct sum of the unweighted bilateral shift W  (k times) and So is the

direct sum of k diagonal operators.

Let

r= /00(Z)©---©/00(Z) .
*-v-'

k times

Then I? is isometrically *-isomorphic to C(X) where

X= ß(Z)Uß(Z)U---Uß(Z),
v-v-'

k times

where II denotes a disjoint union and ß(Z) is the Stone-Cech compactification

of Z. If 31 is in f then D¡, the ¿th component of 3 , belongs to /°°(Z). If

%í= ¿F©¿r©---©¿r
••-v-'

k times

then the obvious representation n: I? —> 3§(ßlfk) maps D¿ onto a diagonal

operator on %? also denoted by D¡.

Suppose

Zk= ZIIZII-IIZ;

k times

then denote by («, i) the integer « in the z'th copy of Z. Moreover, Zk will

be regarded as a dense subset of X .
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5.2. An algebra sé of diagonal operators. Let sé be the collection of diagonal

operators in C*(T), the C* -algebra generated by F. Observe that sé isa C*-

subalgebra of if . Also, sé can be identified with a C*-subalgebra of C(A),

also denoted by sé .
Define X0 = {x e X : f(x) = 0 for every / in sé} . Define an equivalence

relation on X by x» ~ x2 if /(x-) = /(X2) for every f in sé . Note that A0

is an equivalence class. Denote by po its image in the space Y — X/ ~ . Using

the Stone-Weierstrass theorem sé is identified with {/ e C(Y) : f(po) = 0} .

Let Aut f denote the group of *-automorphisms of I?. Each ^automor-

phism of tf induces a homeomorphism of X. If n is the representation of

»f previously considered then the relation W*n(3)W = n(a(3)) for each

3 in I? defines a ^-automorphism a of tf. Let x be the corresponding

homeomorphism of X. Then, if 3 in sé corresponds to / in C(X) then

W*3W will correspond to fox . It can easily be seen from the above relations

that t(« ,/) = (« + 1, i).

5.3. Some results about the algebra sé . Let Af(F, F*) denote a monomial in

T and T* belonging to C*(T).
Let « be the function defined on the collection of all monomials in C* ( F)

by «(Af) = (the number of F in Af)- (number of T* in Af).

Let Jfn = {M(T, T*) : «(Af) = «}. It is clear that Unez-^n generates

C*(T).

Lemma 5.3.1. sé is generated by Jfo ■

Proof. It can easily be seen that Jfo is closed under adjoints and multiplication.

Therefore the algebra generated by Jfo is its linear span. Since each member

of Jfo is a diagonal operator in C*(T) it belongs to sé . Therefore the norm

closure of the linear span of Jfo is contained in the C*-subalgebra sé .

Note that if an operator A: l2(Z) —► l2(Z) has the matrix representation

[a,j], then the operator norm of [a¡j] is the same as ||i4||. It is given by

Mil = sup {
(

£ J2a^j
2\ 1/2

:5>I2<1

For the converse note that if 3 is a diagonal operator in sé and P is in

the linear span of {Jfn : « is a nonzero integer}, then \\3 - P\\ > \\3\\. This

can be seen from the matrix representation of the operators because the matrix

of F has only zeros along the main diagonal. Thus sé is generated by Jfo ■   □

We denote by T: % C(X) the Gelfand map.

fo. Then x is in An if and only ifLemma 5.3.2. Let T = W30 and T(30)

fo(x) = fo(T-x(x)) = 0.

Proof. Since \T*\ = \30W*\ = (W302^
is in sé and r(|F*|) = fo°x~x . Therefore /o and /qot

■W~*)x/2 = it is clear that |F*|

1 are in sé . If x is

in A0 then ./o(x) = 0 and fo(x  x(x)) = 0 follow from the definition of X0.

Conversely, assume that 3 is in Jf0 and T(3) = f. If 3 = F"> T*m> ■ ■ ■

T»kj*mk with ni, m¡ > 0 for í = 1,..., k and £)f=1 «, = £JLi m, then
3*3 < yT*T or yTT*  for some constant y.   Therefore fo(x) = 0 and
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fo(x~x(x)) = 0 imply that T(3*3)(x) = \f\2(x) = 0 for all such /. Hence x
is in Xq , by Lemma 5.3.1.   D

Proposition 5.3.1.

(1) If Xx ~ x2 in X then either (a) fo(xx) = fo(x2) = 0 or (b) t(x-) ~
t:{x2) ;

(2) If xx ~ x2 in X then either (c) fo(x~x(xx)) = fo(?~l(x2)) = 0 or (d)

T-1(Xi)~T-1(x2).

Proof. Let 3 be in sé and T(D) = f. Then both T3T* and T*3T are
in sé . Because T3T* = W30330W* it is clear that

r(F^F*) = (/o°T-1)2(/oT-1).

Similarly, T*3T = 30W*3W30 implies that T(T*3T) = (/0)2(/ot) .
If x» ~ x2 then by the definition of the equivalence relation fo(xx) =

fo(x2). From the above (fo)2(f ° t) is in sé . Therefore whenever f is in

J*, (fo)2(xx)(f o x)(xx) = (fo)2(x2)(f o x)(x2). If fo(xx) = f0(x2) ¿ 0 then
/(t(xi)) = /(t(x2)) for each f in sé . This proves (1) of the proposition.

If Xi ~ x2 then (f0 o t_1)(xi) = (fo° t_1)(x2) because fo ° t~x is in sé .

From the relation (fo°T~x)2(xx)(f o x~x)(Xl) = (fo^~l)2(x2)(f ox~x)(x2) it

follows that t-1(xi) ~ t_1(x2) whenever 7o(t_1(xi)) = fo(^~x(x2)) ^ 0. This

proves (2) of the proposition.   D

Let Zk be identified with a dense subset of X. For 1 < i < k define the
cluster sets Xi+ and A,_ by

oo oo

Xi+ = f] {(«,/):«>;}   and   A,_ = Ç] {(«,/):« < -j} .
7=1 7=1

Proposition 5.3.2. There exists a function f in sé suchthat f\xi± — ai± if and

only if a¡± = 0 whenever Xi± nlo/0 and a¡± = a¡± whenever there exists

xx e X¡±, x2 e Xj± such that x\ ~ X2.

Proof. A function / in sé such that f\x,± — a¡± clearly satisfies the require-

ment.

Conversely, let {a¡±}l¡ satisfy the given conditions. Let F = [J*=1 Xi± and

\p: X —y Y be the quotient map. Because X is compact, F is closed in X

and \p is continuous it follows that y/(F) is closed in the Hausdorff space Y.

If / is such that f\V(xi±) = û;± then / is continuous on y/(F). By the Tietze

extension theorem there is an extension / defined on Y suchthat /(Po) = 0.

Hence / exists in sé satisfying the required conditions.   D

Lemma 5.3.3. If X¡± n {x e X : fo(x) = 0} ^ 0 for some i such that I < i < k,
then the marked graph G associated with T has a (0) vertex corresponding to

the end Ti±.

Proof. Suppose x is in the intersection of the two sets. Then there is a net {«„}

in Z such that (na, /') —> x and na —> ±oo as a —> co . Because fo(na,(')-» 0

and fo(na, i) = w'„a it follows that zero is a cluster point for the weight sequence
of Ti± . Therefore the corresponding vertex in the graph G associated with F

is assigned a (0).   G
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Lemma 5.3.4. If x» in X¡± and x2 in Xj± are such that x- ~ X2, then either

the corresponding ends T¡± and Tj± of T are vertices incident on an edge of

the marked graph G associated with T or both are (0) vertices in G.

Proof. If x- ~ X2, then Proposition 5.3.1 will be applied. Suppose that «■
is the smallest nonnegative integer such that fo(*n{(xx)) = 0. Then xm(xx) ~

rm(x2) for m = 0, 1, 2, ... , «» and fo(?"' (x2)) = 0. Note that Xi± is invari-

ant under x and x~x. Hence from Lemma 5.3.3 the two ends correspond to

(0) vertices in G. A similar argument can be used to get the same conclusion

when «i is the smallest nonnegative integer such that fo(x~n¡(xx)) = 0.

Suppose fo(xn(xx)) ^ 0 or f0(xn(x2)) ¿ 0 for « = 0, 1,2,... then

xn(xx) ~ t"(x2) for « = 0,1,2,.... Let {«„} and {mß} be nets such that

na —> ±oo, mp —> ±oo, (na, i) —> xx and (mß , j) —> X2. Now (na + s, i) —>

xs(xx) and (mß +s, j) —> xs(x2) follow from the relation x(n, i) = (n+ 1, i).

Because xs(xx) ~ xs(x2) for each s, fo(Ts(xx)) = fo(ts(x2)) for each s. There-

fore fo(na +s, i) - fo(niß +s,;')-»0 as na and mp approach ±oo. Hence,

given e > 0 and a positive integer s there exist integers na and mß such

that \w'na+l - wJmß+l\ <b for 1=1,2,... , s where f0(na + /,/) = w'na+¡ and

fo(mß + I, j) = wJm +l.  This proves that the ends  F,± and 2}± are block

balanced and form end vertices of an edge in G. Suppose fo(t~n(xx)) ^ 0

or f0(Tn(x2)) ¿ 0 for « = 0, 1,2,... then x~"(xx) ~ t""(x2) for « =

0, 1, 2, ... . A similar argument shows that the corresponding ends of F are

block balanced.   D

If J2" is the ideal in sé generated by f¡, then J2" = {f0f : f ese} and the
closed subset of Y associated with y is {y e Y : f0(y) = 0}.

Lemma 5.3.5. If f is in S, then Wf belongs to C*(T).

Proof. Suppose that 3X and 32 in sé correspond to fx and ^2 respectively.

Then T3X , 3XT and 3XT32 belong to C*(T) and correspond to Wfofx,
3^(/i ° t)/o and W(f o t)/0/2 ■ Therefore for every / in S, Wf must

belong to C*(T).   D

5.4. Conclusion of the proof. The results from 5.3 allow us to finish the proof of

the necessity. Suppose C is a component of G with p (+) vertices and q (-)

vertices and no (0) vertex where p / q. Let / be a function that vanishes

on the cluster sets of the ends with vertices not in C. The function / can

be extended to a continuous function taking the value 1 on the cluster sets of

the ends with vertices in C. By Proposition 5.3.2 there is such an extension in

sé . Moreover this extension, also denoted by /, belongs to S . From Lemma

5.3.5, Wf is in C*(T). This Wf is a compact perturbation of

f/©(7©---©í7©C/*©f/*©»»-©í7*©0
s-v-'      v-»y-'

p times q times

where 0 corresponds to the vertices not in C. Because

(7©J7©---©Í7©Í/* e I/' © • • • © I/*>-„-'-„-'
p times q times

is Fredholm with nonzero index, F is not quasidiagonal.   D
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Remark. In [8] D. Hadwin generalized part of Smucker's theorem to the context

of C*-algebraic crossed products of C(X) by Z. His result specifies which

irreducible representations associated to orbits are quasidiagonal. If F is a

weighted shift, C*(T) is such a crossed product when F is bilateral and in-

vertible; but in general it is only a "generalized crossed product" in the sense

of some not yet published work of L. G. Brown [6]. [This replaces an auto-

morphism of a C*-algebra 38 by a strong Morita equivalence of one ideal of

f% with another ideal of SS . For the case of weighted shifts the Morita equiv-

alence arises from an actual isomorphism between the ideals generated by fo

and fo°x~x.]
Our exposition in §5 can perhaps serve as an introduction to the theory of

generalized crossed products (we are told that the example of weighted shifts

motivated this theory) as well as an indication of how Hadwin's result could be

generalized to this context. Of course, our result relates to the quasidiagonality

of a finite direct sum of irreducible representations rather than a single irre-

ducible representation. Smucker proved the necessity of his condition without

the need for detailed analysis of C*(T), sé or y and we have chosen to give

more such analysis than necessary for the reasons indicated.
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